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Reading free Energy in world history
paperback (Read Only)
as well as over 4000 clear and concise entries this dictionary also contains biographies of key
figures in world history other useful features include subject entries on religious and political
movements maps and full international coverage completely updated to include with new
chapters this is second edition is a fascinating exploration of what happens to established
ideads about men and women and their roles when different cultural systems come into
contact 032133258x stearns documents in world history volume 2 4e considerably revised
this edition of documents in world history gives professors a large variety of primary sources
from all areas of the world the book retains its global emphasis and includes more primary
sources that balance social and cultural history with standard selections political coverage
and fuller coverage of africa and the middle east including persia several individual passages
have been replaced or augmented to provide greater richness and interest materials on
social issues have also been augmented while world history materials date back to
prehistoric times the field itself is relatively young indeed when the first edition of peter
stearns s best selling world history in documents was published in 1998 world history was
poised for explosive growth with the college board approving the ap world history curriculum
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in 2000 and the exam shortly thereafter at the university level survey world history courses
are increasingly required for history majors and graduate programs in world history are
multiplying in the u s and overseas world events have changed as rapidly as the field of world
history itself making the long awaited second edition of world history in documents especially
timely in addition to including a new preface focusing on current trends in the field stearns
has updated forty percent of the textbook paying particular attention to global processes
throughout history the book also covers key events that have altered world history since the
publication of the first edition including terrorism global consumerism and environmental
issues this guide integrates concisely the conventional narratives of history with the stories of
the continents and communities of asia africa and latin america discover how the modern
world came to be with this easy to follow and up to date history companion want to get a
taste of the entirety of human history in a single book with world history for dummies you ll
get an overview of the history of well everything from the neanderthal experience to the
latest historical developments of the 21st century re live history from your armchair as you
ride into battle alongside roman generals prepare egyptian pharaohs for the afterlife and
learn from the great greek poets and philosophers written in the easy to digest style the for
dummies series is famous for you ll discover how religion philosophy and science shaped and
were shaped by the great figures of history the human consequences of warfare from
historical battles to more modern conflicts from the 20th century what s influencing events in
the 21st century from climate change to new regimes and economies world history for
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dummies is the perfect gift for the lifelong learner who wants to brush up on their world
history knowledge it s also an indispensable resource for ap world history students looking for
a supplemental reference to help them with their studies revised and updated 2nd ed was
1984 visual narrative world history from the earliest times to the present planned for general
readers as well as students the atlas contains some 600 maps and illustrations and an
authoritative narrative text a splendid job 101 2x141 4 annotation copyrighted by book news
inc portland or ways of the world is one of the most successful and innovative textbooks for
world history the brief by design narrative is truly global and focuses on significant historical
trends themes and developments in world history authors robert w strayer a pioneer in the
world history movement with years of classroom experience along with new co author eric w
nelson a popular and skilled teacher provide a thoughtful and insightful synthesis that helps
students see the big picture while teaching students to consider the evidence the way
historians do to provide adults taking a high school level world history course with a text
giving them high interest comprehensive coverage of key events and themes in world history
frameworks of world history is a groundbreaking text that uses a clear and consistent
analytical approach to studying world history author stephen morillo an award winning
teacher with more than twenty five years of experience teaching world history frames the
study of this vast subject around a model that shows students how to do world history and
not just learn about it while this globally organized text contains all of the essential
information it is the only book that does not just tell what happened but also shows how and
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why it happened using a framework that examines networks hierarchies and culture in world
history morillo presents a thesis and an argument that students and instructors can respond
to from the collapse of empires to the rise of decolonized nation states on the global stage a
chronological narrative of the recent past and a valuable historical standpoint from which to
view the twenty first century world a collection of over 150 speeches reflecting a broad range
of issues before the american public between 1937 and 1997 organized around sixteen
interconnected themes including civil rights education and war a companion toworld history
this new volume offers insightful reflections by both leading and emerging world historians on
approaches methodologies arguments and pedagogies of a sub discipline that has continued
to be in flux as well as in need of defining itself as a relevant alternative to the traditional
national regional or chronological fields of inquiry choice the focus on the practicalities of how
to do world history probably gives it its edge its thirty three chapters are grouped into
sections that address how to set up research projects in world history how to teach it how to
get jobs in it how to frame it and how it is done in various parts of the globe it is an actual
handbook in other words as opposed to a sample of exemplary work english historical review
a companion to world history offers a comprehensive overview of the variety of approaches
and practices utilized in the field of world and global history this state of the art collection of
more than 30 insightful essays including contributions from an international cast of leading
world historians and emerging scholars in the field identifies continuing areas of contention
disagreement and divergence while pointing out fruitful directions for further discussion and
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research themes and topics explored include the lineages and trajectories of world history
key ideas and methods employed by world historians the teaching of world history and how it
draws upon and challenges traditional approaches and global approaches to writing world
history by considering these interwoven issues of scholarship and pedagogy from a
transnational interregional and world global scale fresh insights are gained and new
challenges posed with its rich compendium of diverse viewpoints a companion to world
history is an essential resource for the study of the world s past world history is currently one
of the most exciting areas of discussion amongst historians the ultimate work of historical
reference from cavemen to the cold war from alexander the great to global warming from
warfare through the ages to the great voyages of exploration the times complete history of
the world is the book that has all the answers this is the most comprehensive authoritative
and accessible work on world history available today it has sold over 2 25million copies and
has been translated into 18 other languages since its first publication in 1978 with a narrative
scope covering the origins of mankind right through to the turmoil of the 21st century this
book is an unrivalled and breathtaking accomplishment with over 600 full colour maps and
charts on a wide range of historical subjects and representing the work of a team of
professional historians this new edition continues a tradition of nearly thirty years of
excellence style authority and cutting edge design this edition is also internet linked readers
can follow the weblinks in the book to acess the most up to date information permitting
further in depth exploration of key subjects with fully up to date text including material on
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iraq and afghanistan terrorism israel and the eu this book edited by leading modern historian
professor richard overy is broad ranging and more visually enticing than ever updates for the
eighth edition include new material on the united states the most up to date research on
prehistory reworked spreads on the middle east including a new spread on iran current
information on the global economy the global environment warfare and world terrorism new
introduction short biographies of 100 key figures in world history nc state textbook adoption
1998 2003 高校の教科書をもとに英訳 グローバル化がすすむ今日 諸外国の人々と国際情勢や歴史文化について意見を交わすとき役に立つ一冊 world
history a concise thematic analysis presents the highly anticipated second edition of the most
affordable and accessible survey of world history designed for use at the college level an
engaging narrative that contextualizes history and does not drown students in a sea of facts
offers a comparative analysis of the great civilizations of eurasia africa and the americas
addresses themes of population dynamics food production challenges disease history warfare
and other major issues for civilizations features new interior design and organization to
enhance user experience instructor s test bank available online at wiley com go wallech a
higher education history textbook on world history in this concise accessible introductory
survey of the history of the united states from 1790 to the present day edward j davies
examines key themes in the evolution of america from colonial rule to international
supremacy focusing particularly on those currents within us history that have influenced the
rest of the world the book is neatly divided into three parts which examine the atlantic world
1700 1800 the us and the industrial world and the emergence of america as a global power
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the united states in world history explores such key issues as the dynamics of the british
atlantic community the american revolution the impact of industrialization on the us the
expansion of us consumer and cultural industries the cold war and its implications for the us
part of our successful themes in world history series the united states in world history
presents a new way of examining the united states and reveals how concepts that originated
in america s definition of itself as a nation concepts such as capitalism republicanism and
race have had supranational impact across the world the ultimate resource for world history
this 6 volume work covers hundreds of topics on great events notable people throughout
history and more frameworks of world history is a groundbreaking text that uses a clear and
consistent analytical approach to studying world history author stephen morillo an award
winning teacher with more than twenty five years of experience teaching world history
frames the study of this vast subject around a model that shows students how to do world
history and not just learn about it while this globally organized text contains all of the
essential information it is the only book that does not just tell what happened but also shows
how and why it happened using a framework that examines networks hierarchies and culture
in world history morillo presents a thesis and an argument that students and instructors can
respond to in this revised edition of globalization in world history peter stearns explores the
roots of contemporary globalization examining shifts in the global flow of people goods and
ideas as early as 1000 ce exploring how four moments in history have accelerated the
process of globalization stearns s narrative details how factors such as economics migration
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disease transmission culture the environment and politics have influenced the nature of
globalization as we understand it today this revised and updated second edition includes a
broadened discussion of regional reactions to globalization anchoring the topic in world
history and allowing for discussions of nationalism a detailed look at the effects of
globalization on the environment an expanded analysis of athletics youth culture and the
problems of globalization today a supplementary online chapter by chapter reading guide
which provides additional background context and support for readers with an
interdisciplinary approach that links political sociological and historical perspectives stearns s
book provides an ideal overview of the current state of globalization and the historical factors
that have shaped it offers a balanced presentation of human history for a global perspective
based on the national standards for world history this set is arranged in six chronological eras
each volume era begins with essays that tackle large themes such as agriculture science and
technology social and class relationships trade and culture and warfare global themes in
world history since 1500 provides students with a concise thematic approach to world history
with emphasis on topics and themes representative of global patterns across time students
are challenged to embrace the idea that history while based on primary source evidence is
also based on historians interpretations of that evidence and that historiography changes
through time and place the book addresses diverse topics and research areas including the
history of africa the african diaspora world military history modern europe the middle east
empires and imperialism food history cultural history and more each chapter explores key
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themes that reflect important transitions in world history research and writing geography and
environment material culture science and technology gender and sexuality and war peace
and diplomacy throughout students are provided with primary sources discussion questions
images timelines glossary terms and suggested additional readings and media to deepen the
learning experience an engaging diverse and accessible text global themes in world history
since 1500 is well suited to undergraduate courses in modern world history considerably
revised the fifth edition ofdocuments in world historyprovides a larger variety of firsthand
historical accounts from all areas of the world thus creating a greater balance between social
and cultural history the latestdocuments in world historyretains its global emphasis while
improving its standard selections political coverage and general coverage of africa and the
middle east including persia presented in two volumes for maximum flexibility patterns of
world history with sources fourth edition offers a distinct framework for understanding the
global past through the study of origins interactions and adaptations the authors examine the
full range of human ingenuity over time and space in a comprehensive evenhanded and
critical fashion they offer a distinct intellectual framework for the role of innovation and
historical change through patterns of origins interactions and adaptations each chapter ends
with four to six primary sources both textual and visual digital resources visit oup com he
vonsivers4e for a wealth of digital resources for students and instructors including an
enhanced ebook with embedded learning tools and the oxford insight study guide which
delivers custom built adaptive practice sessions based on students performance includes
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illustrations and fascinating facts this ebook tells the story of the events that shaped our
world from the origins of the first humans to the political turmoil of the 21st century timelines
of world history brings the key milestones of world history vividly to life explaining each of
them through contemporary artworks photographs documents maps and artefacts this
inclusive exploration of human history takes readers on a journey around the world and
through the ages from the emergence of the first cities in mesopotamia through china s
golden age to the industrial revolution right through to the key events of the last 100 years
such as the cold war and the impact of the internet selected images are showcased and
analyzed providing a detailed look at the stories of past events while short profiles and mini
timelines tell you everything you need to know about the key people scientific and
technological breakthroughs political and cultural movements and milestone developments
that altered the course of history whether you re a history enthusiast or a casual reader
timelines of world history will give you a compelling window into the past 13 chapters
coordinate divisions typical with most world history texts book 2 spans events from the
british american and french revolutions to present exercises can be used as review or as
introduction the teacher s guide contains answers and additional excercises 全世界７００万人が感動した 伝
説の参考書シリーズ 天才ノート がついに日本上陸 クラスでいちばん頭のいい同級生 が貸してくれた オールカラーのイラスト 手書きノート式のデザイン で とんでもなく
わかりやすい 学校の授業内容をすっかり忘れてしまった大人も子どもも ゼロから学び直すならこの一冊



A Dictionary of World History 2015
as well as over 4000 clear and concise entries this dictionary also contains biographies of key
figures in world history other useful features include subject entries on religious and political
movements maps and full international coverage

World History 2000
completely updated to include with new chapters this is second edition is a fascinating
exploration of what happens to established ideads about men and women and their roles
when different cultural systems come into contact

Gender in World History 2000
032133258x stearns documents in world history volume 2 4e considerably revised this
edition of documents in world history gives professors a large variety of primary sources from
all areas of the world the book retains its global emphasis and includes more primary sources
that balance social and cultural history with standard selections political coverage and fuller
coverage of africa and the middle east including persia several individual passages have



been replaced or augmented to provide greater richness and interest materials on social
issues have also been augmented

Global Practice in World History 2007
while world history materials date back to prehistoric times the field itself is relatively young
indeed when the first edition of peter stearns s best selling world history in documents was
published in 1998 world history was poised for explosive growth with the college board
approving the ap world history curriculum in 2000 and the exam shortly thereafter at the
university level survey world history courses are increasingly required for history majors and
graduate programs in world history are multiplying in the u s and overseas world events have
changed as rapidly as the field of world history itself making the long awaited second edition
of world history in documents especially timely in addition to including a new preface
focusing on current trends in the field stearns has updated forty percent of the textbook
paying particular attention to global processes throughout history the book also covers key
events that have altered world history since the publication of the first edition including
terrorism global consumerism and environmental issues



Documents in World History 2006
this guide integrates concisely the conventional narratives of history with the stories of the
continents and communities of asia africa and latin america

The Global Experience: Readings in world history to
1500 1987-01-01
discover how the modern world came to be with this easy to follow and up to date history
companion want to get a taste of the entirety of human history in a single book with world
history for dummies you ll get an overview of the history of well everything from the
neanderthal experience to the latest historical developments of the 21st century re live
history from your armchair as you ride into battle alongside roman generals prepare egyptian
pharaohs for the afterlife and learn from the great greek poets and philosophers written in
the easy to digest style the for dummies series is famous for you ll discover how religion
philosophy and science shaped and were shaped by the great figures of history the human
consequences of warfare from historical battles to more modern conflicts from the 20th
century what s influencing events in the 21st century from climate change to new regimes
and economies world history for dummies is the perfect gift for the lifelong learner who wants



to brush up on their world history knowledge it s also an indispensable resource for ap world
history students looking for a supplemental reference to help them with their studies

World History in Documents 2008-04-15
revised and updated 2nd ed was 1984 visual narrative world history from the earliest times
to the present planned for general readers as well as students the atlas contains some 600
maps and illustrations and an authoritative narrative text a splendid job 101 2x141 4
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The No-nonsense Guide to World History 2001
ways of the world is one of the most successful and innovative textbooks for world history the
brief by design narrative is truly global and focuses on significant historical trends themes
and developments in world history authors robert w strayer a pioneer in the world history
movement with years of classroom experience along with new co author eric w nelson a
popular and skilled teacher provide a thoughtful and insightful synthesis that helps students
see the big picture while teaching students to consider the evidence the way historians do



World History For Dummies 2022-02-15
to provide adults taking a high school level world history course with a text giving them high
interest comprehensive coverage of key events and themes in world history

The Times Atlas of World History 1989
frameworks of world history is a groundbreaking text that uses a clear and consistent
analytical approach to studying world history author stephen morillo an award winning
teacher with more than twenty five years of experience teaching world history frames the
study of this vast subject around a model that shows students how to do world history and
not just learn about it while this globally organized text contains all of the essential
information it is the only book that does not just tell what happened but also shows how and
why it happened using a framework that examines networks hierarchies and culture in world
history morillo presents a thesis and an argument that students and instructors can respond
to



Ways of the World: A Brief Global History with Sources,
Combined Volume 2015-10-02
from the collapse of empires to the rise of decolonized nation states on the global stage a
chronological narrative of the recent past and a valuable historical standpoint from which to
view the twenty first century world

The World's History 1998
a collection of over 150 speeches reflecting a broad range of issues before the american
public between 1937 and 1997 organized around sixteen interconnected themes including
civil rights education and war

Essential World History 2006-03-22
a companion toworld history this new volume offers insightful reflections by both leading and
emerging world historians on approaches methodologies arguments and pedagogies of a sub
discipline that has continued to be in flux as well as in need of defining itself as a relevant
alternative to the traditional national regional or chronological fields of inquiry choice the



focus on the practicalities of how to do world history probably gives it its edge its thirty three
chapters are grouped into sections that address how to set up research projects in world
history how to teach it how to get jobs in it how to frame it and how it is done in various parts
of the globe it is an actual handbook in other words as opposed to a sample of exemplary
work english historical review a companion to world history offers a comprehensive overview
of the variety of approaches and practices utilized in the field of world and global history this
state of the art collection of more than 30 insightful essays including contributions from an
international cast of leading world historians and emerging scholars in the field identifies
continuing areas of contention disagreement and divergence while pointing out fruitful
directions for further discussion and research themes and topics explored include the
lineages and trajectories of world history key ideas and methods employed by world
historians the teaching of world history and how it draws upon and challenges traditional
approaches and global approaches to writing world history by considering these interwoven
issues of scholarship and pedagogy from a transnational interregional and world global scale
fresh insights are gained and new challenges posed with its rich compendium of diverse
viewpoints a companion to world history is an essential resource for the study of the world s
past



Frameworks of World History 2013
world history is currently one of the most exciting areas of discussion amongst historians

The Global Experience: Readings in world history since
1500 1998
the ultimate work of historical reference from cavemen to the cold war from alexander the
great to global warming from warfare through the ages to the great voyages of exploration
the times complete history of the world is the book that has all the answers this is the most
comprehensive authoritative and accessible work on world history available today it has sold
over 2 25million copies and has been translated into 18 other languages since its first
publication in 1978 with a narrative scope covering the origins of mankind right through to
the turmoil of the 21st century this book is an unrivalled and breathtaking accomplishment
with over 600 full colour maps and charts on a wide range of historical subjects and
representing the work of a team of professional historians this new edition continues a
tradition of nearly thirty years of excellence style authority and cutting edge design this
edition is also internet linked readers can follow the weblinks in the book to acess the most
up to date information permitting further in depth exploration of key subjects with fully up to



date text including material on iraq and afghanistan terrorism israel and the eu this book
edited by leading modern historian professor richard overy is broad ranging and more
visually enticing than ever updates for the eighth edition include new material on the united
states the most up to date research on prehistory reworked spreads on the middle east
including a new spread on iran current information on the global economy the global
environment warfare and world terrorism new introduction short biographies of 100 key
figures in world history

The Twentieth Century 2021
nc state textbook adoption 1998 2003

World History by the World's Historians 1997
高校の教科書をもとに英訳 グローバル化がすすむ今日 諸外国の人々と国際情勢や歴史文化について意見を交わすとき役に立つ一冊

A Companion to World History 2012-08-07
world history a concise thematic analysis presents the highly anticipated second edition of
the most affordable and accessible survey of world history designed for use at the college



level an engaging narrative that contextualizes history and does not drown students in a sea
of facts offers a comparative analysis of the great civilizations of eurasia africa and the
americas addresses themes of population dynamics food production challenges disease
history warfare and other major issues for civilizations features new interior design and
organization to enhance user experience instructor s test bank available online at wiley com
go wallech

World History 1998-08-06
a higher education history textbook on world history

The Times Complete History of the World 2015
in this concise accessible introductory survey of the history of the united states from 1790 to
the present day edward j davies examines key themes in the evolution of america from
colonial rule to international supremacy focusing particularly on those currents within us
history that have influenced the rest of the world the book is neatly divided into three parts
which examine the atlantic world 1700 1800 the us and the industrial world and the
emergence of america as a global power the united states in world history explores such key
issues as the dynamics of the british atlantic community the american revolution the impact



of industrialization on the us the expansion of us consumer and cultural industries the cold
war and its implications for the us part of our successful themes in world history series the
united states in world history presents a new way of examining the united states and reveals
how concepts that originated in america s definition of itself as a nation concepts such as
capitalism republicanism and race have had supranational impact across the world

World History 1997
the ultimate resource for world history this 6 volume work covers hundreds of topics on great
events notable people throughout history and more

英文詳說世界史 2019-08
frameworks of world history is a groundbreaking text that uses a clear and consistent
analytical approach to studying world history author stephen morillo an award winning
teacher with more than twenty five years of experience teaching world history frames the
study of this vast subject around a model that shows students how to do world history and
not just learn about it while this globally organized text contains all of the essential
information it is the only book that does not just tell what happened but also shows how and
why it happened using a framework that examines networks hierarchies and culture in world



history morillo presents a thesis and an argument that students and instructors can respond
to

Documents in World History 2000
in this revised edition of globalization in world history peter stearns explores the roots of
contemporary globalization examining shifts in the global flow of people goods and ideas as
early as 1000 ce exploring how four moments in history have accelerated the process of
globalization stearns s narrative details how factors such as economics migration disease
transmission culture the environment and politics have influenced the nature of globalization
as we understand it today this revised and updated second edition includes a broadened
discussion of regional reactions to globalization anchoring the topic in world history and
allowing for discussions of nationalism a detailed look at the effects of globalization on the
environment an expanded analysis of athletics youth culture and the problems of
globalization today a supplementary online chapter by chapter reading guide which provides
additional background context and support for readers with an interdisciplinary approach that
links political sociological and historical perspectives stearns s book provides an ideal
overview of the current state of globalization and the historical factors that have shaped it



World History 2013-01-22
offers a balanced presentation of human history for a global perspective based on the
national standards for world history this set is arranged in six chronological eras each volume
era begins with essays that tackle large themes such as agriculture science and technology
social and class relationships trade and culture and warfare

World History 2007
global themes in world history since 1500 provides students with a concise thematic
approach to world history with emphasis on topics and themes representative of global
patterns across time students are challenged to embrace the idea that history while based on
primary source evidence is also based on historians interpretations of that evidence and that
historiography changes through time and place the book addresses diverse topics and
research areas including the history of africa the african diaspora world military history
modern europe the middle east empires and imperialism food history cultural history and
more each chapter explores key themes that reflect important transitions in world history
research and writing geography and environment material culture science and technology
gender and sexuality and war peace and diplomacy throughout students are provided with
primary sources discussion questions images timelines glossary terms and suggested



additional readings and media to deepen the learning experience an engaging diverse and
accessible text global themes in world history since 1500 is well suited to undergraduate
courses in modern world history

World in the Making 2022-09
considerably revised the fifth edition ofdocuments in world historyprovides a larger variety of
firsthand historical accounts from all areas of the world thus creating a greater balance
between social and cultural history the latestdocuments in world historyretains its global
emphasis while improving its standard selections political coverage and general coverage of
africa and the middle east including persia

The United States in World History 2006
presented in two volumes for maximum flexibility patterns of world history with sources
fourth edition offers a distinct framework for understanding the global past through the study
of origins interactions and adaptations the authors examine the full range of human ingenuity
over time and space in a comprehensive evenhanded and critical fashion they offer a distinct
intellectual framework for the role of innovation and historical change through patterns of
origins interactions and adaptations each chapter ends with four to six primary sources both



textual and visual digital resources visit oup com he vonsivers4e for a wealth of digital
resources for students and instructors including an enhanced ebook with embedded learning
tools and the oxford insight study guide which delivers custom built adaptive practice
sessions based on students performance

World History 2016
includes illustrations and fascinating facts this ebook tells the story of the events that shaped
our world from the origins of the first humans to the political turmoil of the 21st century
timelines of world history brings the key milestones of world history vividly to life explaining
each of them through contemporary artworks photographs documents maps and artefacts
this inclusive exploration of human history takes readers on a journey around the world and
through the ages from the emergence of the first cities in mesopotamia through china s
golden age to the industrial revolution right through to the key events of the last 100 years
such as the cold war and the impact of the internet selected images are showcased and
analyzed providing a detailed look at the stories of past events while short profiles and mini
timelines tell you everything you need to know about the key people scientific and
technological breakthroughs political and cultural movements and milestone developments
that altered the course of history whether you re a history enthusiast or a casual reader
timelines of world history will give you a compelling window into the past



Themes in World History 2006
13 chapters coordinate divisions typical with most world history texts book 2 spans events
from the british american and french revolutions to present exercises can be used as review
or as introduction the teacher s guide contains answers and additional excercises

World History 2005
全世界７００万人が感動した 伝説の参考書シリーズ 天才ノート がついに日本上陸 クラスでいちばん頭のいい同級生 が貸してくれた オールカラーのイラスト 手書きノート
式のデザイン で とんでもなくわかりやすい 学校の授業内容をすっかり忘れてしまった大人も子どもも ゼロから学び直すならこの一冊

Frameworks of World History 2013

A History of the World Since 1500 2014-12-31



Globalization in World History 2016-07-15

Encyclopedia of World History 2008

A History of the World Since 1500 (First Edition)
2021-04-08

Documents in World History 2008

Patterns of World History, Volume Two: from 1400,
with Sources 2020-09-25



Timelines of World History 2022-05-05

Reading and Thinking in World History 1993

アメリカの中学生が学んでいる 14歳からの数学 2022-03-09
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